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Abstract

Potentiating the evolution of immunity is a promising strategy for addressing biodi-

versity diseases. Assisted selection for infection resistance may enable the recovery

and persistence of amphibians threatened by chytridiomycosis, a devastating fungal

skin disease threatening hundreds of species globally. However, knowledge of the

mechanisms involved in the natural evolution of immunity to chytridiomycosis is

limited. Understanding the mechanisms of such resistance may help speed-assisted

selection. Using a transcriptomics approach, we examined gene expression

responses of endangered alpine tree frogs (Litoria verreauxii alpina) to subclinical

infection, comparing two long-exposed populations with a na€ıve population. We

performed a blinded, randomized and controlled exposure experiment, collecting

skin, liver and spleen tissues at 4, 8 and 14 days postexposure from 51 wild-caught

captively reared infection-na€ıve adult frogs for transcriptome assembly and differen-

tial gene expression analyses. We analysed our results in conjunction with infection

intensity data, and the results of a large clinical survival experiment run concurrently

with individuals from the same clutches. Here, we show that frogs from an evolu-

tionarily long-exposed and phenotypically more resistant population of the highly

susceptible alpine tree frog demonstrate a more robust innate and adaptive immune

response at the critical early subclinical stage of infection when compared with two

more susceptible populations. These results are consistent with the occurrence of

evolution of resistance against chytridiomycosis, help to explain underlying resis-

tance mechanisms, and provide genes of potential interest and sequence data for

future research. We recommend further investigation of cell-mediated immunity

pathways, the role of interferons and mechanisms of lymphocyte suppression.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The emergence of biodiversity diseases that worsen the conserva-

tion status of wildlife species is of increasing global concern (Grogan

et al., 2014). Spread of chytridiomycosis, a skin disease caused by

fungal pathogen Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd), has devastated

amphibian species around the world (Skerratt et al., 2007), but is

now endemic in most climatically suitable regions (Fisher, Garner, &
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Walker, 2009; Kinney, Heemeyer, Pessier, & Lannoo, 2011; Murray

et al., 2011). Despite endemism, many populations continue to be

threatened by chytridiomycosis (Murray, Skerratt, Speare, & McCal-

lum, 2009; Phillott et al., 2013; Scheele, Hunter, Skerratt, Brannelly,

& Driscoll, 2015; Scheele et al., 2017; Skerratt et al., 2016). Devel-

opment and implementation of in situ interventions for managing

these populations are still in their infancy (Bosch et al., 2015;

Scheele et al., 2014). Selection for evolved resistance or tolerance to

disease has been suggested as a possible strategy for promoting

long-term population persistence and assisting the successful repatri-

ation of ex situ captive colonies (Scheele et al., 2014; Skerratt et al.,

2016; Venesky, Mendelson, Sears, Stiling, & Rohr, 2012). The evolu-

tion of resistance or tolerance has been demonstrated in other wild-

life (Atkinson, Saili, Utzurrum, & Jarvi, 2013), such as the resistance

to bacterial infection with Mycoplasma galliseptum in the North

American house finch (Carpodacuc mexicanus; Bonneaud et al.,

2011).

Individual-, population-, and species-level differences in suscepti-

bility to chytridiomycosis suggest immunologic management strate-

gies are possible (Scheele et al., 2014; Searle et al., 2011). However,

many nonimmune factors also determine disease manifestation (vari-

ations in autecology, behaviour, environment and pathogen strain;

Berger, Marantelli, Skerratt, & Speare, 2005; Koprivnikar, Gibson, &

Redfern, 2011; Murray & Skerratt, 2012; Rowley & Alford, 2007).

The broad host and geographic range of chytridiomycosis has also

made it difficult to draw parallels across species and systems and

hence find generic solutions (Olson et al., 2013). The amphibian

immune response to pathogens, similar to other vertebrates, is extre-

mely complex, involving numerous cell types and hundreds of inter-

acting molecular pathways (Murphy, 2012; Robert & Ohta, 2009).

This complexity makes it difficult not only to isolate the effects of

individual components, but also to understand their relative impor-

tance within the whole system (Ramsey, Reinert, Harper, Woodhams,

& Rollins-Smith, 2010). Several immune determinants of susceptibil-

ity have been identified to date, including antimicrobial skin defence

peptides, symbiotic skin bacteria and their antifungal metabolites,

immune cells and their responses to Bd, stress metabolites and

expression of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) genes (Bataille

et al., 2015; Berger, Speare, & Skerratt, 2005; Cashins et al., 2013;

Fites et al., 2013; Holden & Rollins-Smith, 2014; McMahon et al.,

2014; Pask, Cary, & Rollins-Smith, 2013; Ramsey et al., 2010; Sav-

age & Zamudio, 2011; Young et al., 2014).

Key elements of selecting for evolved resistance to chytridiomy-

cosis involve (i) evidence for the evolution of resistance in amphibian

populations, (ii) understanding the underlying mechanisms associated

with evolved resistance and (iii) identification of molecular and

genetic targets for marker-assisted selection (MAS)— an approach

that has been successfully used for selecting disease resistance in

plant and animal agriculture (Leeds et al., 2010; Ragimekula et al.,

2013). Two studies have made initial progress towards these goals

by examining MHC gene expression and correlating this with survival

in clinical experiments and in wild populations (Bataille et al., 2015;

Savage & Zamudio, 2011), indicating likely selection for resistance at

the MHC locus. While such gene-targeted approaches can yield

important information about the potential evolution of resistance

(Meyer & Thomson, 2001), they may overlook the potentially multi-

factorial nature of protective immunity and other key components of

the immune system that provide protection.

Dynamic gene expression in response to chytridiomycosis has

been investigated with alternative nontargeted approaches in several

studies (Ellison et al., 2014, 2015; Price et al., 2015; Ribas et al.,

2009; Rosenblum, Poorten, Settles, & Murdoch, 2012; Rosenblum

et al., 2009); however, none have examined the potential for evolu-

tion of resistance within species, nor related gene expression

responses to demonstrated clinical survival. Early whole-genome

microarray studies found little evidence for a robust immune

response in skin, liver and spleen tissues of exposed frogs at various

times since exposure (sampled at 3, 7, 16 and 42 days postexposure;

DPE) in three susceptible species (Xenopus (Silurana) tropicalis, Rana

muscosa and R. sierrae; Ribas et al., 2009; Rosenblum et al., 2009,

2012). In contrast, a recent transcriptomics study found high expres-

sion of immune-associated transcripts in the skin and spleen of mori-

bund (sampled at 22–33 DPE) Atelopus zeteki (a highly susceptible

species) in conjunction with decreased expression of lymphocyte-

associated transcripts in the spleen (Ellison et al., 2014). Further-

more, when compared with two resistant (Craugastor fitzingeri and

A. callidryas) and one other susceptible species (A. glyphus), Ellison

et al. (2015) found comparatively lower levels of immune response

in skin and spleen tissues of resistant species at peak infection loads

(sampled at 33–62 DPE), although only susceptible species demon-

strated suppression of splenic T-cell genes.

These apparently conflicting levels of immune response observed

between the different studies may be associated with differences in

sensitivity of the methodology (the former three used microarrays;

Ribas et al., 2009; Rosenblum et al., 2012, 2009; while the latter

two used highly sensitive RNA-seq; Ellison et al., 2014, 2015), differ-

ences in the inherent susceptibility of host species investigated

(Searle et al., 2011), or the likely presence in the latter two studies

of confounding immunopathology that may occur in late-stage infec-

tion (de Graaf et al., 2015). Host–pathogen infection interactions are

highly temporally dynamic (Huang et al., 2011) and are often charac-

terized by many nonprotective processes including escalating patho-

physiology (disruption of homeostasis, tissue damage and bacterial

co-infections) with increasing infection intensity, that may confound

late-stage observations (Berger et al., 2005). Thus, while investigat-

ing putative immune mechanisms underlying clinically protective

resistance, it is important to consider early subclinical responses. A

recent RNA-seq study by Price et al. (2015) found a stronger (albeit

small) transcriptional response at 4 DPE to Bd than to Ranavirus in

liver tissue of Rana temporaria (a species relatively resistant to Bd

but susceptible to Ranavirus); however, these results were not linked

with clinical evidence for resistance and greater survival in individu-

als. These findings show that comparing the early transcriptomic

response between frogs with differing clinical resistance to Bd has

potential to identify novel and effective immunological changes that

are not confounded by late-stage immunopathology.
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In this study, we used a nontargeted transcriptomics approach to

investigate underlying immune mechanisms that may be associated

with the evolution of resistance to chytridiomycosis and may mani-

fest in the early subclinical phase of infection. We examined infec-

tion responses in the alpine tree frog (Litoria verreauxii alpina)

comparing frogs from a na€ıve population (Grey Mare) and from two

populations that had been exposed to the fungus for approximately

20 years through many generations (Kiandra and Eucumbene).

Unfortunately, at the time of our study there were no other known

na€ıve populations available, so the lack of replication of the na€ıve

population was beyond our control. We characterized differential

gene expression between wild-caught captive-raised adult frogs

comparing experimentally infected and uninfected frogs between

populations, sampling three different immune-associated tissues

(skin, spleen and liver) at various subclinical time points postexposure

(4, 8 and 14 days). We examined infection intensities and compared

our results with survival curves from a large experiment undertaken

concurrently with frogs from identical clutches (Bataille et al., 2015;

Grogan, 2014; Grogan et al., 2018). The novelty of our approach lies

in analysing gene expression in frogs raised from na€ıve and long-

exposed populations (approximately 8–10 generations) that were

concurrently assessed for susceptibility by an infection experiment.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Study subjects and husbandry

Fifty-one Bd-na€ıve adult alpine tree frogs (L.v. alpina) were raised in

Bd-negative quarantine conditions from wild-caught egg masses until

eight months postmetamorphosis (Scientific License number:

S12848). The frogs were sourced from three geographically distinct

populations around Kosciuszko National Park, New South Wales,

Australia (Grogan et al., 2018). Two of the populations (Kiandra and

Eucumbene) had been long-exposed to Bd and had experienced

marked declines associated with the spread of Bd in the 1980s

(Osborne, Hunter, & Hollis, 1999; Scheele et al., 2014), while a third

population (Grey Mare) was na€ıve to the pathogen (Hunter et al.,

2009; Scheele et al., 2016). The tissue-response experiment

described here was performed concurrent with, under identical con-

ditions, and using frogs from the same cohort as a larger exposure

study examining survival responses. That survival experiment

involved an additional 355 animals from three to four clutches from

each of four populations (99 frogs from Eucumbene, 80 frogs from

Grey Mare, 100 frogs from Kiandra and 76 frogs from an additional

site Ogilvies).

Frogs were transferred to individual tubs several weeks prior to

commencement of the exposure experiments to allow for acclimati-

zation. Prior to and during the experiments, all frogs were housed

individually under clean and controlled laboratory conditions, fed

ad libitum, and observed daily by an experienced animal handler

and/or veterinarian for health status and clinical signs of disease. Full

methodological details for both tissue-response and survival

experiments are presented by Grogan et al. (2018) (also see Bataille

et al., 2015 and Grogan, 2014).

2.2 | Exposure experiment

Frogs were confirmed negative to Bd prior to the commencement of

the experiments via qPCR (see below). The tissue-response experi-

ment consisted of 18 frogs from each of Eucumbene and Kiandra

populations (including six negative control animals from each popula-

tion), and 15 frogs from Grey Mare (including three negative control

animals; Table 1). These frogs were sourced from Kiandra clutch B,

Eucumbene clutch D and Grey Mare clutch B (see Grogan et al.,

2018). A Bd strain isolated nearby approximately 2 years before was

used for inoculations (AbercrombieNP-L.booroolongensis-09-LB-P7),

being maintained as described previously (Cashins et al., 2013).

Thirty-six experimental animals in the tissue-response experiment

and 278 frogs in the survival experiment were individually exposed

to 750,000 zoospores in 25 ml dilute salt solution (DSS). Negative

control group frogs were treated similarly, but were sham exposed

with only DSS. Details of the survival experiment exposure are

described by Grogan et al. (2018). Animal experiments were

approved by James Cook University Animal Ethics Committee

(A1589) and were performed in accordance with the welfare require-

ments of the funding grant provided by Morris Animal Foundation.

2.3 | Euthanasia, sampling and determining
infection intensity via qPCR

A randomized block design was used to select 17 frogs (allocated

among populations and treatment groups) for each of three sampling

sessions (performed at 4, 8 and 14 DPE corresponding with subclini-

cal infections). Immediately prior to euthanasia, frogs were swabbed

to confirm infection status and quantify Bd infection intensity via

TABLE 1 Experimental design outlining the number of frogs from
each population and treatment group (Bd-exposed or Bd-unexposed
control) sampled at each time point postexposure

Populations

Exposure
—Day 0
Total no.
of
exposed
(total no.
of con-
trol)a

Day 4
No. of
exposed
sampled (no.
of control
sampled)b

Day 8
No. of
exposed
sampled (no.
of control
sampled)b

Day 14
No. of
exposed
sampled
(no. of con-
trol sam-
pled)b

Grey Mare

(clutch B)

12 (3) 4 (1) 4 (1) 4 (1)

Eucumbene

(clutch D)

12 (6) 4 (2) 4 (2) 4 (2)

Kiandra

(clutch B)

12 (6) 4 (2) 4 (2) 4 (2)

Total 36 (15) 12 (5) 12 (5) 12 (5)

aTotal number of unexposed control frogs shown in parentheses.
bNumber of unexposed control frogs sampled shown in parentheses.
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qPCR, and mass and snout–urostyle length were recorded. Frogs

were then humanely euthanized via double pithing, and a midline

coeliotomy was performed for tissue collection. Tissues collected

included ventral abdominal and thigh skin, liver and spleen, and

these were immediately transferred to RNAlater (Qiagen) and refrig-

erated overnight at 4°C before being stored longer term at �80°C.

Gender was ascertained via examination of coelomic reproductive

organs and forelimb nuptial pads on males. In brief, for the concur-

rent survival experiment, frogs were observed daily and euthanized

when they demonstrated clinical signs of disease (described in detail

by Grogan et al., 2018). Bd infection intensity data (in zoospore

equivalents, ZSE) were collected via swabbing with a sterile dry

swab, which was then stored dry at 4°C before being analysed for

Bd DNA with the TaqMan real-time qPCR protocol (following Gar-

land, Baker, Phillott, & Skerratt, 2009; Hyatt et al., 2007). Individual

swabs were analysed in triplicate, and each run included an internal

positive control.

2.4 | RNA extractions and Illumina sequencing

Total RNA was isolated from skin, liver and spleen tissue samples

following the manufacturer protocols for 5-Prime PerfectPure RNA

Tissue kits for liver and skin samples and Qiagen RNeasy mini kits

for spleen samples (the spleens were considerably smaller in volume),

as described by Grogan et al. (2018). RNAstable plates (Biomatrica)

were used to ship total RNA samples dry and at room temperature.

Total RNA quality and quantity were determined via (i) Nanodrop

1000 (Thermo, DE, USA) spectrophotometer, (ii) fluorimetric Ribo-

Green assay (Thermo, DE, USA) and (iii) capillary electrophoresis with

Agilent BioAnalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies, CA, USA). Samples

containing >1 lg total RNA and having an RNA integrity number

(RIN) >8 passed quality control. Library preparation and sequencing

were performed at the Minnesota BioMedical Genomics Centre,

USA. Up to 12 samples were multiplexed on each flow cell lane, and

sequencing was performed with the Illumina HiSeq 2000 (Illumina,

San Diego, CA, USA) generating >10 million 100 bp paired-end reads

for each sample. Base call data were demultiplexed with CASAVA soft-

ware 1.8.2 (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA), generating .fastq files for

each sample (Grogan et al., 2018).

2.5 | Data preparation, transcriptome assembly and
functional annotation

Sequence reads from each sample were examined for read quality

using FastQC. TRIMMOMATIC 0.30 (Bolger, Lohse, & Usadel, 2014) was

used to trim adapter sequences, crop random hexamers (Hansen,

Brenner, & Dudoit, 2010), perform sliding window trimming (window

size 4, required quality 15), trim flanking low-quality bases, and

remove reads with length <75 bases, while retaining widowed reads.

Digital normalization (DigiNorm; Brown, Howe, Zhang, Pyrkosz, &

Brom, 2012) was used to remove read redundancy, and Bowtie

(Langmead, Trapnell, Pop, & Salzberg, 2009) removed reads aligning

to the Bd genome. We then generated de novo tissue-specific

transcriptome assemblies with Trinity (Haas et al., 2013; tissue-spe-

cific for logistical reasons). To reduce partial or erroneous contigs,

we mapped reads back to the assembly and removed contigs with

<4 reads per million mappable reads (Harrison, Mank, & Wedell,

2012; Moghadam, Harrison, Zachar, Sz�ekely, & Mank, 2013). Identifi-

cation of the protein-coding regions in the assembled transcripts

was performed using TransDecoder (Trinity). We then used BLAST2GO

version 3.3 (Conesa et al., 2005), with basic linear alignment search

tool (BLASTX) to assign sequences to an in-house anuran database

consisting of the Amphibia subset of the National Center for

Biotechnology Information (NCBI) nonredundant protein database.

We functionally annotated each assembled transcript (gene) via BLAS-

T2GO with data from the Gene Ontology [GO] consortium, Enzyme

Code and Inter Pro (Jones et al., 2014) databases (detailed by Gro-

gan et al., 2018). For the purposes of downstream interpretations,

we considered BLASTX annotations with a minimum eValue of

≤1 9 10�3 and mean sequence similarity ≥40%.

2.6 | Statistical analysis—differential gene
expression, clustering and GO enrichment analyses

The R package RSEM (Li & Dewey, 2011) was used to quantify the

abundance of genes and isoforms in individual frog tissue samples in

combination with the above-described tissue-specific assembled

transcriptomes, generating tables of transcript count data. The data

for the three populations and three tissue types were analysed inde-

pendently. EDGER from the Bioconductor suite (Robinson, McCarthy,

& Smyth, 2010) was then used to identify statistically differentially

expressed genes between experimental groups (independently for

the various within-population comparisons), using raw gene read

counts as recommended. Significantly dysregulated transcripts were

identified as those with FDR < 0.05 using Benjamini–Hochberg mul-

tiple testing correction. We first compared the within-population

pooled unexposed control frog samples with respective exposed frog

samples taken at 4, 8 and 14 DPE within the three populations, to

identify genes that were either up- or downregulated relative to the

control baseline of homeostatic gene expression. We then performed

GO term enrichment analysis (using Fisher’s exact test and

FDR < 0.05) on these sets of genes identified as differentially

expressed from each time comparison to determine enriched func-

tional profiles. We used the fully annotated tissue-specific transcrip-

tomes as the reference sets for these analyses. As a quality control

measure, we performed batch effect analysis on unexposed control

frog samples from the three tissue types to identify any underlying

systematic differences between sampling sessions (Note S1, Fig-

ure S1).

In a separate analysis, we performed Euclidean distance cluster-

ing to identify broad expression patterns of differentially expressed

genes (categorized by population within tissue type), incorporating

genes with FDR < 0.05 and log2 fold change (log2FC) > 1 (using

Trinity and custom scripts). After manual selection of major clusters,

we plotted heatmaps with individual frog samples (columns of the

heatmaps) ordered by increasing infection intensity within sampling
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period groups in time-series fashion (“heatmap.3” from R package

GMD; Zhao & Sandelin, 2012). We similarly performed GO func-

tional enrichment analysis on the resulting cluster groups (plus the

full set of genes from all clusters), as above, against the respective

tissue-specific transcriptome reference set.

To specifically examine the expression of immune-associated

genes, we manually extracted and curated a list of differentially

expressed genes with putative immune functions for each population

and sampling session. For this list, we searched for an a priori

defined list of terms related to expected immune functions from

among annotations for each gene (derived from the BLASTX gene

name/description and GO terms).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Experimental results

All 51 alpine tree frogs survived the duration of the tissue-response

experiment (up to 14 DPE) without demonstrating clinical signs of

chytridiomycosis (muscle weakness, lethargy, peripheral erythema or

inability to maintain normal upright posture). Demographic data on

the sampled frogs including infection intensities assessed via qPCR

pre-euthanasia at time of sampling are listed in Table 2. Unexposed

control group frogs remained uninfected for the duration of the

experiment except for one indeterminate result (one well positive,

<2 zoospore equivalents, ZSE [Lva010 from Kiandra sampled at 8

DPE]). Exposed frogs became infected (consistently testing positive

except one indeterminate result [Lva399 from Kiandra sampled at 4

DPE] and one negative result [Lva076 from Grey Mare sampled at 8

DPE]), demonstrating variable but increasing Bd intensities through

time. Mean capped intensities (when the results curve was truncated

corresponding to the highest qPCR standard) were 34, 2,200 and

11,161 ZSE for 4, 8 and 14 DPE, respectively (without truncating for

the highest qPCR standard the 14 DPE average increased to 21,482

ZSE). These infection intensities are comparable to those observed

from wild alpine tree frogs (Scheele et al., 2015). Frogs from differ-

ent populations did not differ significantly in their mean mass or

snout–urostyle length (SUL; one-way ANOVA not assuming equal

variances, F = 0.938, p = .398, 2 df for mean mass; F = 2.423,

p = .099, 2 df for SUL). However, we detected a significant differ-

ence in log-transformed uncapped Bd infection intensities between

exposed frogs from the three populations at 14 DPE with samples

from long-exposed Kiandra demonstrating the lowest intensities

(F = 6.5924, p = .044, 2 df for log10[ZSE + 1]; Table 2). In addition,

an observable (but nonsignificant) trend indicated lower infection

intensities throughout the three sampling sessions in frogs from the

Kiandra population (Figure 1).

In the concurrent large survival experiment using other animals

from these and additional clutches (Bataille et al., 2015; Grogan,

2014; Grogan et al., 2018), all frogs from the respective clutches

died by 86 DPE except for one frog from Kiandra. However, mean

survival time for frogs from Kiandra was greater than from popula-

tions Grey Mare and Eucumbene (Figure 2). Frogs from Kiandra

(Clutch B; N = 20; mean time to death for the 19 that

died = 36 days) survived for significantly longer when compared

with the other long-exposed population Eucumbene (Clutch D;

N = 19; mean time to death = 28 days; v2 = 19, df = 1, p < .0001;

using the Mantel–Haenszel test; Harrington & Fleming, 1982), and

the na€ıve population Grey Mare (Clutch B; N = 20; mean time to

death = 27 days; v2 = 29.9, df = 1, p < .0001). However, there was

no evidence for a significant difference in time to death between

frogs from Eucumbene and Grey Mare (v2 = 0.7, df = 1, p = .41).

Comprehensive raw data records for both these experiments are

presented by Grogan et al. (2018) (also see Bataille et al., 2015 and

Grogan, 2014).

3.2 | RNA-seq data, transcriptome assembly and
annotation

Total RNA was successfully extracted from all 152 skin, liver and

spleen tissue samples collected from frogs. The amount of total RNA

extracted varied by tissue type and size; mean total RNA extracted

was 81.27 lg for liver samples (SD 45.58 lg; N = 51), 19.76 lg for

skin samples (SD 8.51 lg; N = 51) and 5.47 lg for spleen samples

(SD 1.69 lg; N = 50). Of these samples, 148 passed quality control

with a quantity >1 lg and RIN > 8. Shipping at room temperature

using RNAstable plates did not adversely impact RNA quality or

resuspended mass. All 16 Illumina HiSeq 2000 flow cell lanes gener-

ated > 160 million pass filter reads (>10 million reads per sample).

Average number of raw reads per sample for liver was 15,819,807,

SD 1,940,924, N = 50; for skin was 15,220,337, SD 4,778,641,

N = 51; for spleen was 16,997,724, SD 2,302,778, N = 50; and over-

all total number of reads = 2,417,113,729. Phred quality scores were

high within individual reads and across the data set (average Q-

Score = 34.7; 99.9–99.99% base call accuracy). Trinity transcrip-

tomes were assembled de novo for each tissue, yielding 21,269 Trin-

ity “transcript clusters” (hereafter referred to as genes) for liver;

26,894 genes for skin; and 28,879 genes for spleen tissues

(Table S1). These gene numbers are comparable with similar non-

model amphibian species’ de novo transcriptome assemblies (Ellison

et al., 2015). Approximately two-thirds of assembled genes were

annotated with at least one significant hit via BLASTX against the anu-

ran nonredundant protein database (69.6% of total assembled genes

from liver tissues, 66.7% skin, 64.9% spleen), and full gene ontology

(GO) annotations were assigned to marginally fewer (57.3% of total

assembled genes from liver tissues, 54.4% skin, 52.5% spleen).

3.3 | General differential gene expression trends

Comparison of gene expression levels between negative control (un-

infected) and exposed frog groups revealed distinct grouping by pop-

ulation for all three tissue types using multidimensional scaling plots

(Robinson et al., 2010; Figure 3). Comparing exposed with control

samples on a time-series basis (samples from 4, 8 and 14 DPE versus

controls within population and tissue type groups) revealed the high-

est numbers of differentially expressed genes at the late subclinical
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infection time point (14 DPE) particularly in skin samples (Figure 4,

Tables S2–S4). In addition, we observed a trend of decreasing gene

dysregulation in the skin samples at 14 DPE in frogs from Grey

Mare, Eucumbene and Kiandra, respectively. The range of gene

expression fold-change [log2FC] values varied between approxi-

mately 13 (upregulated relative to controls) and -13 (downregulated)

for all differentially expressed genes from all tissue types (Tables S2–

S4).

We found little overlap of differentially expressed genes

between populations (with control samples taken as baseline) in both

the liver and spleen tissues, with greatest number of genes shared

between the two long-exposed populations Eucumbene and Kiandra

(Figures 5a,c; Micallef & Rodgers, 2014). However, many differen-

tially expressed genes were found to be shared between populations

in the skin samples, particularly between samples from the two most

susceptible populations Grey Mare and Eucumbene (total of 1055

genes shared between Grey Mare and Eucumbene samples; Fig-

ure 5b). Venn diagrams for differentially expressed genes that were

shared between populations separated by sampling time postexpo-

sure can be found in Figures S2–S4.

TABLE 2 Demographic characteristics of study subjects (including sample size, treatment group, gender ratios, mean mass pre-euthanasia,
mean snout–urostyle length pre-euthanasia and mean and median infection intensity pre-euthanasia)

Kiandra Eucumbene Grey Mare

F valuea p valuea dfaExposed Control Exposed Control Exposed Control

Sample size 12 6 12 6 12 3

Genderb 2M, 4F, 6U 2M, 4U 4M, 5F, 3U 5F, 1M 4M, 6F, 2U 1M, 2F

Mean mass pre-euthanasia 2.99 3.02 3.02 4.05 3.51 3.19 0.938 0.398 2

Mean SUL pre-euthanasiac 29.97 30.72 28.80 32.1 32.27 32.03 2.423 0.099 2

Mean ZSE pre-euthanasiad 2158.82 0.28 9442.36 0.00 12114.72 0.00 6.592e 0.044e 2e

Median ZSE pre-euthanasia 290.00 0.00 715.00 0.00 910.00 0.00

aStatistics comparing means between populations (pooling exposed and control frog values) using one-way ANOVA, p value and df degrees of freedom.
bGender represented by M for males, F for females and U for unknown gender.
cSUL is snout–urostyle length measured with Vernier callipers.
dZSE is zoospore equivalents as measured by qPCR.
eStatistics refer to log10-transformed uncapped Bd infection intensities (log10[ZSE + 1]) between exposed frogs from the three populations at 14 DPE.

Other sampling time comparisons were not significant.

F IGURE 1 Box-and-whisker plots (with data points overlaid) of log10-transformed uncapped Bd infection intensities (log10[ZSE + 1]) for all
51 frogs at time of sampling (days postexposure; DPE), by population (using geom_boxplot from ggplot2 R package). Data from
uninfected control frogs have been plotted as “zero” DPE (regardless of actual sampling date), for ease of comparison. Box hinges represent
first and third quartiles, and middle represents the median. Whiskers extend 1.5 times the interquartile range of the hinge. Visually identified
group outliers have been labelled with frog ID for ease of comparison (they were not removed from analyses)
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3.4 | Clustering and gene ontology enrichment
analysis

We identified 2–9 gene expression clusters for each tissue–popula-

tion combination, and cluster expression patterns were most distinct

in skin samples from Eucumbene and Grey Mare (Figure 6a,b). Heat-

maps and cluster group fold-change averages (Figure 6, Table 3; Fig-

ure S5 and Table S5) revealed a gradually increasing time-series

trend in gene expression in Eucumbene and Grey Mare clusters

SkEuc1 and SkGre2, and a correspondingly decreasing trend in

SkEuc2 and SkGre1 (Figure 6a,b; Table 3). A more distinct jump in

expression was observed for skin samples from Kiandra, whereby

expression of genes in SkKia5 increased and SkKia4 decreased at 4

DPE relative to controls (SkKia1, SkKia2 and SkKia3 contained rela-

tively few genes; Figure 6c and Table 3). This occurred despite one

frog sampled in the 4 DPE group recording only a low and indeter-

minately positive infection intensity (Lva399).

GO enrichment analysis on major skin clusters increasing expres-

sion through time from the three populations (SkEuc1, SkGre2 and

SkKia5) revealed significant over-representation of a relatively large

group of immune-associated processes together with terms related

to collagen metabolism, ion transport, molecule biosynthesis, and a

variety of degenerative and salvage pathways (Figure 6; Figure S5

and Table S6). Significantly enriched immune-associated GO biologi-

cal process terms in these clusters included, for example, “defence

response,” “inflammatory response,” “immune response” (Figure S5

and Table S6). In contrast, immune-related processes were not rep-

resented in the main clusters with decreasing expression through

time postexposure (SkEuc2, SkGre1, SkKia4). Other major groups of

GO process terms were associated with epithelial homeostasis,

water and ion transport and homeostasis, and musculoskeletal sys-

tem processes. Significantly enriched GO biological process terms

included, for example, “intercellular transport,” “intracellular trans-

port,” “cellular water homeostasis” and “muscle contraction”

(Table S6).

Although expression patterns were generally less clear in liver

and spleen samples, significantly enriched immune-associated GO

biological process terms were found in clusters that demonstrated a

trend of increasing expression with time postexposure (LiEuc2,

LiKia4, SpEuc2 and SpEuc5). However, unexpectedly, immune-asso-

ciated terms were also significantly enriched in LiEuc1 (low expres-

sion at 14 DPE), LiGre1 (peak in expression at 8 DPE), LiKia1 (low

expression at 4 DPE) and SpEuc3 (low expression at 14 DPE;

Figure S5).
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F IGURE 2 L.v. alpina population survival curves by population
and clutch for the larger clinical experiment (Bataille et al., 2015;
Grogan, 2014; Grogan et al., 2018). These animals were from the
same respective clutches as the frogs used in the tissue-response
experiment. The horizontal axis indicates survival in days
postexposure (the experiment was terminated at 86 DPE for all
groups)
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F IGURE 3 Unsupervised classical (metric) multidimensional scaling plots (using plotMDS and recommended settings from the
Bioconductor package EdgeR) demonstrating leading log-fold changes between pairs of samples. Uninfected negative control frog samples (▲),
Bd-exposed frog samples (●). Samples predominantly cluster by source population (colour groups: Eucumbene (blue), Grey Mare (red) and
Kiandra (yellow)). (a) Liver samples, (b) skin samples and (c) spleen samples. Visually identified group outliers have been labelled with frog and
tissue ID for ease of comparison (they were not removed from analyses)
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3.5 | Differential expression of immune-associated
genes

Functional annotation of the differentially expressed gene lists

(Tables S2–S4) revealed many genes with putative annotations

related to the immune response (80 unique genes in liver, 629 in

skin and 159 in spleen samples using our search term list; Fig-

ure 7 and Tables S7–S9). Gene functional homologies to all major

recognized components of both the innate and adaptive verte-

brate immune systems were identified. Genes associated with B

and T lymphocytes including immunoglobulins (Igs), MHC, Fc

receptors and NF-jB were dysregulated in exposed frogs. Genes

associated with the classical, alternative and lectin complement

pathways as well as lysozyme were found differentially

expressed. We also identified many dysregulated genes related to

antigen-presenting, phagocytic and cytotoxic cells including

macrophages and neutrophils, as well as major groups of pattern-

recognition receptors including Toll-like and mannose receptors.

There were also many examples of differentially expressed eico-

sanoid inflammatory mediators including leukotrienes, nitric oxide,

as well as cytokines and chemokines including interferons (IFNs),

interleukins (ILs) and tumour necrosis factors (TNFs). Log2FC val-

ues for immune-associated genes varied from �8.6 to 7.8 for

liver, from �10.1 to 9.0 for skin and �8.9 to 10.2 for spleen

samples (Tables S7–S9).

Similarly to general gene expression trends, greatest numbers of

immune-associated genes were expressed at the late subclinical

infection time point (14 DPE) particularly in skin samples, with a

similar trend observed of decreasing gene dysregulation in frogs

from Grey Mare, Eucumbene and Kiandra, respectively (Figure 7).

Many more immune-associated genes were found to be upregu-

lated than downregulated when compared with unexposed control

frogs (approximately three to four times; e.g., 671 upregulated

compared with 200 downregulated immune-associated genes in the
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F IGURE 4 Numbers of up- and downregulated genes comparing uninfected negative control frog samples and Bd-exposed frog samples
within-population at sampling periods postexposure, for all populations and tissues. Gene expression in skin samples from all three populations
at 14 DPE were most highly dysregulated

F IGURE 5 Venn diagrams comparing numbers of genes that were found to be dysregulated between populations within tissue groups (a)
liver, (b) skin and (c) spleen (overlap indicates genes that were dysregulated in more than one population). Genes were classified as
dysregulated if they were found to be significantly differentially expressed between uninfected negative control frog samples and Bd-exposed
frog samples within-population among tissue samples
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F IGURE 6 Heatmaps summarizing
clusters (labelled at left) of differentially
expressed genes (rows) clustered (via
Euclidean distance algorithm) by
expression pattern between samples within
sample groups (days postexposure in
columns) in the skin samples from frogs
originating from (a) Eucumbene, (b) Grey
Mare and (c) Kiandra. Control samples
have been grouped together at the left,
and samples within sample groups are
arranged from left to right by increasing
infection intensity at time of sampling
(ZSE). Heatmaps for liver and spleen
samples can be found in Figure S5
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TABLE 3 Summary of mean expression patterns for the genes in each cluster at each time point, and corresponding example significantly
enriched GO biological process terms for these clusters, among skin samples (see Table S6 for corresponding tables representing results from
liver and spleen samples)

Clustera

ID

Mean centred log2(fpkm + 1) by
sample groupb

No.
of
genes

No. GO
terms
(FDR < 0.05) Example GO biological process termscControl 4 days 8 days 14 days

SkEuc1 �0.60 �0.19 �0.03 1.12 1,285 335 Collagen metabolic process; collagen catabolic process; multicellular

organism metabolic process; multicellular organism catabolic process

SkEuc2 0.44 0.15 0.13 �0.95 1,325 176 Single-organism intercellular transport; intercellular transport; gap

junction-mediated intercellular transport; glycerol transport

SkGre1 0.48 0.53 0.01 �0.90 1,430 196 Intracellular transport; single-organism intercellular transport; intercellular

transport; gap junction-mediated intercellular transport

SkGre2 �0.73 �0.38 0.05 0.88 1,861 277 Collagen metabolic process; collagen catabolic process; multicellular

organism metabolic process; multicellular organism catabolic process

SkKia1 �2.43 1.80 0.22 1.63 6 0 N/A

SkKia2 0.21 0.39 �0.20 �0.50 216 86 Cellular potassium ion homeostasis; sodium ion export from cell;

establishment or maintenance of transmembrane electrochemical

gradient; sodium ion export

SkKia3 �0.29 0.45 �0.64 0.63 31 0 N/A

SkKia4 0.52 �0.55 0.13 �0.35 394 9 Peptide cross-linking

SkKia5 �0.68 0.03 0.12 0.87 647 200 Collagen metabolic process; collagen catabolic process; multicellular

organism metabolic process; multicellular organism catabolic process

aClusters are defined by Euclidean distance clustering and manually selected using Trinity script Manually_define_clusters.R and

labelled (see Figure 6 and Figure S5 for corresponding visual representations).
bArithmetic mean of the centred log2(fpkm + 1) expression values grouped by sampling time in days postexposure, from the output of Trinity script

Manually_define_clusters.R (“Control” group includes all samples from unexposed frogs).
cTop four most significantly enriched GO Biological Process terms (where applicable; full list of overrepresented GO terms available in Table S5).
dN/A indicates that there were no GO Biological Process terms that were significantly enriched with FDR < 0.05 for the respective cluster.
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F IGURE 7 Numbers of up- and downregulated immune-associated genes comparing uninfected negative control frog samples and Bd-
exposed frog samples within-population at sampling periods postexposure, for all populations and tissues. Major immune-associated gene
groups have been labelled (using gene search terms; see Tables S2–S4 for more details), with numbers of differentially expressed genes in
parentheses (where > 10 genes identified). Immune-associated genes were predominantly upregulated, particularly in skin samples from all
three populations at 14 DPE
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skin, Figure 7), and at least in the skin tissues, most of these

downregulated genes were only distantly functionally related to

immune processes (Tables S7–S9). Of particular note, however, a

comparatively large number of T cell-associated genes were identi-

fied as downregulated in the skin of Grey Mare frog samples at 14

DPE, and the skin and spleen of Eucumbene frog samples at 14

DPE (Figure 7).

Of interest, the immune-associated genes with highest log2FC

values in the skin (highly upregulated compared with controls;

log2FC > 4) were found predominantly in the two more susceptible

populations, Eucumbene and Grey Mare at 14 DPE (60 genes). The

most highly upregulated of these included heat-shock proteins

(log2FC 9.0), IFN-induced genes (IFN-induced very large GTPase 1-

like [log2FC 8.8 and 7.8]) and antigen-presenting genes (log2FC 8.7).

Contrastingly, Kiandra frogs demonstrated marked upregulation only

of MHC class II alpha chain genes in the skin at all time points post-

exposure [log2FC 6.3, 6.2 and 5.9].

3.6 | Differential expression of immune-associated
genes in early subclinical infection associated with
lower infection intensities and improved survival

Frogs from Kiandra demonstrated a broader representation of

dysregulated immune-associated genes than frogs from the other

two populations at 4 DPE (Note S2 for details). These included

upregulated genes (predominantly in skin samples) associated with

antigen-processing and presentation (MHC class II), cytokines

(TNF, IL), the alternative complement pathway (factor B and a c3b

analogue), the humoral immune response (Igs), and general inflam-

mation and wound-healing processes. T-cell differentiation genes

and IFN-associated GTPase genes were downregulated in all three

tissues (e.g., IFN-induced very large GTPase [log2FC -7.3] in the

liver). Contrastingly, frogs from Grey Mare demonstrated marked

upregulation of these IFN-induced GTPases in all three tissues at

4 DPE (ie, [log2FC 8.8] in skin; interestingly, these genes were

also upregulated at 8 and 14 DPE). Otherwise, frogs from Grey

Mare and Eucumbene exhibited minimal early immune response to

Bd infection compared with Kiandra. Some antigen-processing

genes and cytokines were upregulated in the skin of Grey Mare

frogs, while Eucumbene frogs had a strong early alternative com-

plement pathway response in the liver.

Only a mild immune response was observed across tissues

from Eucumbene and Kiandra frogs at the mid-subclinical infection

time point (8 DPE), with upregulated genes including antigen-pro-

cessing and presentation genes and cytokines from both popula-

tions, and alternative complement pathway and immunoglobulins

from Kiandra frogs. Complement pathways were contrastingly

downregulated in the skin and spleen of frogs from Eucumbene at

8 DPE. Frogs from Grey Mare demonstrated a comparatively more

substantial immune response at 8 DPE, including upregulated

genes associated with antigen-processing and presentation (MHC)

and IFNs (total of 26 unique immune-associated genes identified

in the skin samples).

4 | DISCUSSION

Frogs from a long-exposed population (Kiandra) of the alpine tree

frog (Litoria verreauxii alpina) with a more disease-resistant pheno-

type displayed a more robust early (4 days postexposure; DPE)

immune response at the level of gene expression in comparison with

a susceptible Bd-na€ıve population (Grey Mare) and a susceptible

long-exposed population (Eucumbene). Components of this early

immune response may be vital for conferring chytridiomycosis resis-

tance. Although the more susceptible populations exhibited larger

immune responses at the late subclinical stage of infection (14 DPE),

this finding is consistent with previous studies and suggests this

late-stage response was nonprotective (Ellison et al., 2014, 2015).

In our experiment, we investigated infection intensities as well as

functional immune response to subclinical chytridiomycosis (at 4, 8

and 14 DPE) at the site of infection (skin), and in two immune-

related organs (spleen and liver). Frogs from Kiandra demonstrated a

trend of lower infection intensities as early as 4 DPE onwards (sig-

nificant at 14 DPE) when compared with frogs from the other two

populations, suggesting their early manifestation of clinically protec-

tive resistance (Figure 1). Protective immune responses in amphib-

ians are usually activated early in the infection process. For example,

pathogen-induced antibodies to Frog Virus 3 were reported at

1 week postexposure and cell-mediated infection clearance occurred

within 2–3 weeks (Gantress, Maniero, Cohen, & Robert, 2003;

Robert et al., 2005). Frogs from Kiandra demonstrated a more robust

immune response in early stage infection compared with the two

more susceptible populations. Immune-associated genes that were

upregulated relative to controls in the skin of frogs from Kiandra

included representatives of both functioning innate and adaptive

immune systems (antigen-processing and presentation genes, cytoki-

nes, alternative complement pathway genes, immunoglobulins, genes

related to the humoral immune response and general inflammatory

genes). However, there was some early evidence for the downregu-

lation of T-cell differentiation genes and IFN-induced GTPase genes.

Overall, the baseline transcriptional response was divergent

between the three populations, and although untested, this could be

a result of long-term geographic isolation accompanied by a degree

of parapatric speciation (Figures 3–5; Gavrilets, Li, & Vose, 2000). As

expected from previous studies (Ellison et al., 2014, 2015; Rosen-

blum et al., 2009), our gene expression results from the late subclini-

cal infection stage (14 DPE) were the most highly dysregulated,

particularly so in skin samples. However, the trend in the numbers

of dysregulated genes at 14 DPE was negatively associated with sur-

vival and infection intensity results among populations. Skin samples

from Grey Mare, the Bd-na€ıve and most susceptible population,

demonstrated the highest number of differentially expressed genes

at the late subclinical time point with the greatest number of dysreg-

ulated immune-associated genes (Figure 7). In contrast, skin samples

from Kiandra, the most resistant and one of the long-exposed popu-

lations, demonstrated the lowest level of differentially expressed

genes (including immune-associated genes) at 14 DPE. These find-

ings are consistent with the results from Ellison et al. (2015) where
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more susceptible species were found to have a more dysregulated

immune response than resistant species at a later stage of infection.

Indeed, Ellison et al. (2014) found a marked transcriptional response

of immune-associated genes in moribund frogs even in the highly

susceptible species, Atelopus zeteki. We speculate that the observed

highly dysregulated gene expression at 14 DPE, particularly in highly

infected Grey Mare and Eucumbene populations, may either repre-

sent immunopathology (a dysregulated and damaging immune

response), or a protective response to marked epithelial disruption.

Epidermal damage occurs as Bd burdens increase and includes ero-

sions, microvesicles, and less frequently ulcerations and bacterial

infections that may be associated with cellular inflammation (Berger

et al., 2005; Brutyn et al., 2012).

Dysregulated genes with functional homology to all major com-

ponents of the vertebrate immune system were identified by gene

ontological annotation of our tissue transcriptomes. The majority of

these genes were upregulated in skin samples from the late subclini-

cal stage of infection in the most susceptible populations Grey Mare

and Eucumbene (Figure 7). A correspondingly broad range of

immune-associated GO biological process terms was identified from

skin samples in association with distinct gene clusters that exhibited

increased expression with time postexposure. Notably, where heat-

maps revealed a gradual increase in gene expression in these clusters

from Grey Mare (SkGre2) and Eucumbene (SkEuc1), the correspond-

ing cluster from Kiandra (SkKia5) increased more noticeably from 4

DPE, indicating an earlier immune response to Bd consistent with

our trend of lower infection intensities and improved survival times

(Figure 6, Table 3; Figure S5 and Table S6).

Skin clusters that exhibited decreased expression with time post-

exposure from all three populations were significantly enriched for

predominantly homeostatic mechanisms, water and ion transport,

musculoskeletal system processes and cardiovascular system pro-

cesses related to conduction, contraction and regulation of heart rate

(Figure S5 and Table S6). These findings likely constitute essential

mechanisms underlying the observed late-stage clinical signs of

chytridiomycosis which include skin ulceration and sloughing, ion

loss, dehydration, lethargy and bradycardia, ultimately leading to

asystolic cardiac arrest and mortality (Voyles et al., 2009, 2012).

Cluster expression patterns from liver and spleen tissues were much

less distinct in all three populations, with more clusters identified,

and fewer significantly enriched GO terms. While some liver and

spleen clusters with increasing expression through time also demon-

strated significant enrichment for immune-associated GO terms, sev-

eral other clusters with immune terms exhibited peaks or dips in

expression at various time points postexposure, indicating that

immune gene expression is comprised of a complex and dynamic

network of immune signals varying between tissues over time.

Interestingly, we observed the downregulation of many lympho-

cyte-associated (particularly T cell related) genes in the skin samples

of infected Grey Mare frogs at 14 DPE, and the skin and spleen of

infected Eucumbene frogs at 14 DPE (Figure 7). One spleen sample

cluster (SpEuc3) that exhibited decreased expression over time was

significantly enriched for numerous T cell-associated processes

(Figure S5g). There was also some evidence for T-cell suppression in

frogs from Kiandra. These findings are consistent with the results of

Ellison et al. (2014), and previous findings of in vitro lymphocyte

suppression mediated by a putative Bd-secreted virulence factor

(Fites et al., 2013). T cell-associated cell-mediated immunity is likely

to be especially important for intracellular pathogens such as Bd

(Rollins-Smith et al., 2009), and involves differentiation of T lympho-

cytes into cytotoxic T cells which recognize and stimulate apoptosis

of infected host cells, or phagocytosis by cells of the innate immune

system. Downregulation of T cell-associated genes likely cripples the

longer term amphibian adaptive immune response to chytridiomyco-

sis, despite an otherwise highly upregulated immune system. Our

result is also consistent with (i) the lack of cellular inflammation

around sites of Bd infection (Berger et al., 2005) and (ii) reinfection

experiments where highly effective adaptive immunity was not

demonstrated in the species tested (Cashins et al., 2013; McMahon

et al., 2014). We speculate that although frogs from the Kiandra

population demonstrated a robust early immune response to Bd, the

efficacy of cell-mediated immunity may have been stifled by Bd-

associated suppression of the adaptive immune system, preventing

resolution of infection in the longer term (in the survival study all

but one of the frogs from Kiandra Clutch B died by 86 days postex-

posure although they survived on average longer than frogs from

the other two populations; Bataille et al., 2015; Grogan, 2014).

Of particular interest, downstream processes of IFN were down-

regulated in all three tissues of frogs from Kiandra at 4 DPE. This

finding is in direct contrast to the marked upregulation of IFN-

induced genes in all three tissues of Grey Mare frogs throughout

infection [several genes with log2FC > 5], and the study by Price

et al. (2015) where 11 of 29 annotated upregulated transcripts in

liver samples from the Bd vs control comparison at 4 DPE repre-

sented similar IFN-induced genes. Frogs from Eucumbene demon-

strated no such clear signal. IFN-c is of central importance for

nonspecific macrophage-associated cell-mediated immunity, although

it may also be involved with antibody-associated cytotoxicity and

has been linked with some autoimmune processes (Farrar & Schrei-

ber, 1993). Interferon-induced GTPases play an important role in

autonomous somatic cell immunity and may promote autophagy of

intracellular microbial pathogens (Kim, Shenoy, Kumar, Bradfield, &

MacMicking, 2012). The marked early upregulation of IFN-induced

pathways (this study and Price et al., 2015) in conjunction with lym-

phocyte suppression and clinical evidence of susceptibility in frogs

from Grey Mare suggests that (i) these responses are misdirected

and insufficiently protective against Bd, and (ii) these pathways may

play a more fundamental role in pathogenesis. Otherwise, frogs from

Grey Mare exhibited only mild evidence of an early immune

response to Bd infection compared with those from Kiandra, while

frogs from Eucumbene demonstrated an early classical complement

response in the liver (Note S2 and Tables S7–S9).

In the concurrent clinical survival study (Bataille et al., 2015;

Grogan, 2014; Grogan et al., 2018), frogs from long-exposed Kiandra

(including those from Clutch B) survived significantly longer than

frogs from the two other populations (Figure 2), which may be
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consistent with the evolution of resistance in frogs from Kiandra

over approximately 20 years of intergenerational exposure to Bd.

Interestingly, the Eucumbene population was also long-exposed;

however, frogs from Eucumbene were found to be comparatively

susceptible to Bd. We acknowledge the caveat of working with a

small number of populations, which was necessary for logistic feasi-

bility. We also acknowledge the lack of replication of our na€ıve pop-

ulation, a limitation that was beyond our control, but that potentially

confounds infection history with unidentified causes of population

variation in immunity. However, these caveats do not negate the

value of our study because our findings relate the degree of

observed clinical resistance to the underlying transcriptomic

responses of the respective populations, rather than relying on long-

term infection history as the explanatory factor.

An accompanying field study (Scheele et al., 2015) suggests that

a likely mechanism for continued persistence of these populations

despite high Bd-associated adult mortality is high compensating

recruitment. Scheele et al. (2015) found a predominance of 2-year-

old adults in the long-exposed populations, indicating that the major-

ity of adults die during their first breeding season. Behavioural and

life history characteristics of juvenile L. v. alpina mean that frogs do

not commonly become infected prior to returning to the pond to

breed. If adults typically breed successfully prior to succumbing to

chytridiomycosis, this may reduce the selection pressure acting on

disease resistance traits, resulting in poor evolution of immunity in

this species.

This is the first study to identify underlying immune mechanisms

at the early subclinical stage of infection that may be related to

evolved resistance to Bd. Multiple lines of evidence demonstrated

that a more resistant amphibian phenotype from an evolutionarily

long-exposed population had an early immune response at the level

of gene expression, which likely explains the reduced early Bd infec-

tion intensities and extended survival. Additionally, our results were

consistent with Bd-associated lymphocyte suppression and raise

questions about the role of IFN-induced pathways in Bd pathogene-

sis. We recommend future studies target pathways involved in cell-

mediated immunity to elucidate the mechanisms underlying early

responses to infection, the role of cytokines, such as IFN-c and

host-mediated T-cell suppression.
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